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INSTRUCfiQ-NAB. TECH-NOLOGY .

IN THE DEPARTMENT-OF DEFENSE

0

now and in the 'future-

DR. M. Ricnitip Ros

4
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HoE Department of Defense fdces a monumental task in the
area of training and educatiOn. Between 15,and 2.0 percent
of its 3 million military and civilian personnel are normally

involved in the training process, -either as trainers, or-trainees. -

As the military budget has decreased, weapon systems have be-,
come more complex. To research, develop, acquire, maintain, and
operite these systems require that. more -resources be devoted to
producing qualified personnel. The answer is increased,Aficiency
in -the training and _educational -process.. (For this disil=. on, the
distiliction between training and education will be unexpressed,
and the teaching means used in both, by adoption. from various
technologies, will be referred to as "ingructional technology:,

The Department of: Defense keeps,
training and education under constant' .

review, and additional innovative and
cost- effective measures should 'result from-
The FY 76 funding of $32.4 million for re:
search and development of instructional
technology.

* Paper presented at the International Learning Technology Congress
and Exposition on Applied Learning Technology for Human Resource I

Development (Washington, D.C., July 21-23, /9;6)
-
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One indicated change is* the relocation
of training from the large central train-

,. ing centers to, field, ship, and submarine
locations for almost continuous upgrading
of a highly specialiied nature for smaller,
numl3ers of individua4, so as tp maintain
the required bigh state of readiness in the
complicated weaponry eineloyed by to-
day's -armed forces. i

Secondary, but still- important, is the
general _provided to- members-.to
on active du and former members-under
the CI- Bill.e combination of educa-
tional ,and training opportunities is the
comegone of 'the all-volunteer fol' in,
attracting high-quality men and ,Aromed.

More than 85 percent of all service-
learned skills liave a direct and immediate
civilian application. Departmentof Labor
studies indicate that one out of every',six
civilian craftsmen acquired his or her skill

- in the military.
In a ,broad sense, then, the $7 billion

annually expended by the Depahment 'of
defense in education and, training can be
viewed as a natibnal social investment.
The challenge is to _find more efficient

/Ivy's for continuing and mproving, this
investment in our nation's most valu ble

.
resource, manpower.

Technology in the Instructional.
process

In the pent past, instruct final tech-
nology has, seemed to- reach a tenkorary

ateau. This is ;lot; to say that signifi-
can developments' have"-not emerged.

. The have. The experience of high hopes
for educational Tv .and computers, 'ac-
companied by signinc.,,an investment in,
the private sector. and . he, -subsequent
failure or these media to r'ffect the 'ex-
pected revolutioaization oi educational
proceises, has induced an air of caution

/

as to future heavy investment in the pri-
vate sector. The present plateau, how-
ever, can only be viewed as a launilfliug-
pad for what must inevitably 'follow. Un-
precedented fokes are at work in- the
form of aggregating and 'synergistic tech-
nological advances, accompanied by the
continued knowledge explosion and ,at-
tendant knowledge obsolescence 'cycle
all'sof this- overlaid- with the _realitj, of in-
creasing paucity of resources. -It is well
to examine briefly the present state of
the individual technological ingredients as,
a prelude to a look beyond the preser4

instructional approaches

'Instructional approaches within the De,
partment of Defimse on) are undergoing
significant changes it response to-the new

-;fiscal environment. An example is the In-
styetionai System Development concept
pioneered by the Air Force' and subsequently
purstied.by the other services. The system
involves the d'eVeldpment of behavioral
criteria that state what the student Will
be able to do as -aresult- of instruction;
develop cviterion tests that indicate whether
the student achieves the objectives; plan,
develop, 'and validate instruction; and,

%Tonally, conduct and evaluate the training::-:-
By keying the training to specific' job re:-
,quirements, both overtraining and under -,
training ire avoided. The second aspect
of such an fo.pproach is t,Q make courses
self-pacing, using ',slich strategies as in-
dividualized , instruction -rriodulari sched-

'tiling and a wide variety of audiovisual/
computer-linked techniques.

. \
Advanced.Instruetional System

- .
The Air Traiping Command is moving rap-
idly . toward' a ,'totally integrated system
utilizing the Most advanced instructional

(
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technologies under the ;`umbrella" of the
. Advanced Instructional Systbm (Ats). The

primary ingredients of such system in-
-.eluded preliminary analyses of human

factors, facilities, seliabIlity, and
envisionemaintainability..Long-range plans nvision

the ossible centralizing of the -existing
five major Technical 'Training Centers,
with the potential for creation of a nett
work not unlike thr AupANE-1:,- wherein
-many -major universities and- industrial
complexes are linked toget,her 'for the pur-
pose of- sharing information.,

Central to the planning Of an advanced
system j is the essentiality of increased re-
sponsiOness to- validated requirements. _
Components include the Time-Share, In,

-teractive, Computer-Controlled Informar
tion Television (TIcerr) and the Lincoln
Terminal System as. well as PLATO IV, all
of which will be discussed. The planners
and= programmers of the system contem-
plate increased pooling of training- items
at a central or- regional site offering .the
greatest potential] for forward efficiencies.
Automated and self-paced -technologies
are .envisioned; possibly even allowing the
trainee freedom of action in selection of

cthe best delivery system for the individ-
nail's ,needs. Possible technologies could_
also include voice-sensitive. terminals,
three-dimensional manipulative visual dis-
plays, -touch-sensitive terminals, and key-
board ,cievices integrated -(into master com-
puter systems of combined training and.
training management.

The planners also contemplate the fli-
ture potential for virtual memory units
using ,magnetic bubbles that could permit
a smaller Mainframe than is currently,
possible -but one possessing significantly
more capacity. Use of virtual capacity,_ due
to the dynamic buffer zones, would sig-
nificantly improve communication relays,
.either by telephone lines or microwave
lengths.'

Ay,

The forward potential of multiplexing
,kt a single, central site or through geo-
graphic regions opens even wider vistas
for efficient sharing of training_ technolo-
gies and capacities, either intra- or inter-
service.

learner centered instructional research

'A widely held contemporary edudatiolnal
_philosophy views the student -as.a_relatively
passive individual. Curricular materials
are organized and_deliv.ered in such a way
as to make learning possible. This whole
philosophy and approach is being re-
examined- by the Advanced Research Proj-
ects Agency (Anpit). In an admittedly hi0-
risk but -high-gain area, The ARPA study
postulates that alternative: technological
approaches to learning are possible, cen-
tered in learning strategies. The thrust
would, be directed tOwardi'making people
smarter, rather than contents smarter.,
using suck devic,es as methods of improv-
ing memory and reasoning ability. Having
done 'this, it is postulated that in subse-
quent courses of instruction _the trainees
could utilize the newly learned skills; in
improving their own learning, An analo-
gous concept is found in present -undei-
takings in which :computer science tech-
niques are utiliOd to make machines
smarter in the whole area of artificial- in-.
telligence.

.

instructional television

Within the Department- of Defense, there "
continues to be a recognized role for edti-
cational television. This medium is used in
each of the service academies, in the Naval
Postgraduate School, the Air Force Insti-
tute of Technology, the professional mili-
tary educational schools such as the -com-
mand and staff colleges and war colleges;
and in the service Straining commands. The
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Air. `Force finds educational television es-
pecia113, 3altiable at Air University in the
Academic:Instructor course. In training all
Air -00 r cc instructors, including those who
will assume duties professors of aero-
space science at colleges and universities
throughout the country, this institution
offers a 20-hour elective.course in educa-
tional television. In. addition, television is
used extensively in critiquing :platform
presentations (self-confrontation).

. At other military teaching institutions,
,educational -television is used to bring field
experiences ifito. the classroom. In naval
operations as well as flying operations,
television idtroduces a_ valuable cost-effec-
tive dimension by permitting stUdents- to
view 'an enviromneat without- the high cost
of equipment operation.

An exception to the de-dining use of in-
structional television throughout the De-
partment of Defense i$ found in the Acad-
emy of Health Sciences of the United States
Armylocated at Fort Sam Houston; Texas.
This-organization has a vital outreach,,pro-
gram iir---the medical and health sciences
field, inch ling an extensive loan library
of videotape ciigsettes. Included are pro -
;rains designed priaarily for continuing

'education' of professional medical person-
. nel, in addition to lesson plans ,foctraining

and instruction in pararuedical fields,The
A library of video cassettes exceeds loCO,

different, programs. In addition; the ,Acad-
emy operates a 12-channel closed-circuit
playback-system in support of the Academy
of Health Sciences'_ hademic curriculum,
medical teaching programs Of the,medical
center, and patient rehabilitation and edu-
cational programs. A /'vitae range of ,both
studio and mobile production equipment
is utilized in conjunction with modern,
up-toidate techniques and procedures.
Given some of the technological advarkes
in Communications, to lie discussed later,
there.is obvious potential for expanded ap-

.

I

plication and transmission of educational
material through satellite or other advanced
means.

In 'general, however, each of the ser-
vices is moving to consolidate and other=
wise reduce costs attendant to television
operations. A primary reason is a general
disenchantment with 'black,,and-white tele=
Visioncoupled with the high cost of color
televisioh. In the Air Force the number of
television production centers in use has
been reduced from six to one. The other
services have similarly *reorganized, with
single centers servicing much wider geo;
graphical areas.. The price paid is lack of
immediate responsiveness.

It was previously noted. that 20 to 30
'percent of the approximately 900,000
hours -of "On-call" Department of Defense,
instruction obsolesces annually. The rela'-
Live costs of developing and updating such,
material are revealing:

Development and.updating of Instructional

-
Material

(Copt per student minuteafter
having developed learning objectives)

Develop . Update
Soundon:slide $
Computer-Assisted instruction S 38 8,2
Color television $248 $200

The reldtive developmental and 'update
costs. suggest a central reason for the pres-
ent de-emphasis of edUcational television.
as _a primary instructional medium:

Another reason for the present decrease
in the cue ,of educational television Is its
Inherent lack of flexibility in some in\odes
and high cost in ethers. In the case, of
yideotape, theie is no potential for feed-
back or qtrestion-and-answer sessiod. Video
disk technology, as presently. being cl.T
veloped by Philip's, RCA, and Thompson
CSF, .addresses to a large degree the prob-
lems of flexibility and offers great promis\
The disk permits random access, as well
as branching and switching to Other modes,

0
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such as computers, _for niediatirm. The
cdrawback lies in the cost of producing
the video disks. While it is estimated that
video disk viewing equipment may soon
be available for $5(K) each, significant in-
ve,stinent is esscntal for the equipmen.
'required for production: Production runs
of approximately 000 . disks_ are required
to"hring costs within the reach, of most
users. In view of the unfortunate market-
place experiences of those who- lost after

, making signific-ant investments in edlica-
tional technology in the paSt, heavy in-
vestibent will not be soon forthcoming
without a -proven market:.

Militating against extensive use of video
disks, in non training establishments is

the loW intensity' of requirements in terms
of numbers of disks "required and the wide
variety of courses needing constant up-
dating. Scalar economies would not be
reached in the Majority of DOD require
ments,1which range from runs of two to
two hundred items. There is, however, a
great potential- for such, technology in
Defense overseas schools, educational pro-

-grams, and other' high-intensity instruc-
tional applications. .

r*
.cable television

Aft aspect of cable telvision as a coin-
municati9ns mode pf particular interest to
polcy-makers, planners,. and educators is
its low cost. In one investigation conducted
by the MITRE Corporation, the cost of
cable -to bring mediated instruction into a

' series of homes in one community was less

than $2000.1

miniature compuie;s/microprocessors

Continuing breakthroughs in micro tech-
ifologypresent tremendous potential for
computer miniaturization at very low
cost. Five years ago computer time cost

$2() per sodent. hbur. Presently cothputer_
time in many cases can. be obtained- for
less than $1 an hour. There is a real pos-
sibility 1114 in the intermediate term,
miniature computers'-or microprocessors
-!an be soldfor less than $100 each- .

holography

This recently emerged teehnolqw of com-
bined reflected light waves and laser op-
tics permits the introduction of highly
realisti6 imagery in three dimensions un-
matched by any other photographic meth-
od: This whole ,area.of laser technolog
appears to be on the threshold of making

. truly major contributions to educational
technology. ,

The hologram produced by laser tech-
nology is totally descriptive of the medi-i '

tan It 6omes-frOm the Greek roots "holos"
and "grarh," meaning mescage, and those
who have viewed such holograms would
agree that in act the medium floes truly
convey the who/e&message. .

F,ar from beinCa, simple three-dimenV .

sional. image, the holographic projection
is visually indeterminable from the real
object. The image preserves all of the ,

inforniation. about an object, in-,
eluding spatial depth. The unique con -
tribution of laser light in the process, in
addition to encodipg and "transmitting the
information,, is. that it stores all of the in-
formation in'the hologram in a: totally
unique way, permitting retrieval. -Laser'
light directed on the hologram unlocks
the stored visual information, permitting
the viewer to see the original _object re-
constructed in space in full, dimensionality.

The applications to instructional tech-
nology are legion. It Has 'been said that
we think in holograms. What,,,then, could
be' a better mediuM for conveying infof-
niation than one consistent and' tune
with perceptual and cognitive patterns!

_o
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The awe -inspired by one's first View of
Michelangelo's "Pieta" could be shared
by all4imilarly, brain surgeons around
the world could simultaneously. study a
master . surgeon's ,art in unprecedented
proxithity. At leisure,- with full -dimen-
sionality, individuals located in a submerged
submarine, could be instructed in the in-
tricaties of a complex piece of equipment
that defies description in pianoThe com-
patibility of holography with -video cas-
sette and' video disk technology opens
v_ istas -that defy description..

The potential of holography for raising
training- effectiveness while realizing latge
economies is suggested in a 1972 study
that- estimated the value of operational
equipm'ent used for -training to be in ex-
cess of $4.5 billion. With nuclear pro-
pulsicin systems and jet aircraft, as well as
a wide variety of other equipment costing
millions of dollars each, a large part of
these costs cbtild be avoided. Up-to-date
and extensive holographic libraries of the
.pertinent high-cost equipment could be

/maintained,
for example, at training 'sites s

around the World on video disk for immedi-
ate call-up and study. as required. Trainees
could- become intimately familiar with
the equipment, lacking only the hands-on
Phase, Which could 'be' easily attained on
the job.

. Holography will .certainly have a proj
found impact on instructional methot161-
ogy; perhaps.on our world and our Eva

rapid transmission and .

storage system (RTS)

AA unive system pione-,red by Coldmark
Communications Corporation is especially
pertinent in view of present fiscal con-
straints as well as increasing update train-
ing needs. By use of a unique process that
is pedagogically as well as psychologically
sound, pictures and graphic material are

J

precluded "and overlaid with sound as the
,main medium.

In addition to being highly successful
as a teaching learning &vice,' the system,
known as Mark I,. has the'caddjtional ad-
vantages of low production cost 'coupled
with low update costa -significant 'item.
,A' variety of sound tracks to the same. Video
presentation makes the system . multi -
lingual. The outstanding feature is 'the
transmission and storage capacity. A stan-
dard one-hour, one-inch videotape -will
contain 30 times the capacity of .existing
systems, br -the equivalent .of 30 one -Hour
programs. From within any of the groups
of 30 segments, any number of programs,
can. be reproduced, simultaneously on dif-
fererit television sets. An individual user
would have access to all programs on the
tape, with the capability of selecting,
stopping, and repeating at will:

The irrs programs can be transmitted
over standard television station cables,
microwave, or "satellites. The high-density
storage capability of the system is paral-
leled by extremely high transmission
efficiency ,by compression of data at a .15-
to -1 ratio. Daring, a hypothetical eight-
hour period; when a television station or
satellite might normally be ;off the air;
approximately 240 different half-hour les-

'sons Oo'uld be transmitted, received, and
stored. This system, with its high 'efficiency

. not only. in rapid transmission and low-
bulk storage but in low, cost of updating,
should widespread application -in the
Department of Defense as one of the pri- ,

mary components .of alternative instruc-
tional delivery systems in the future.

1
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satellite communications

The roundness of the world introduces
r
cer-

tain constraints on the typical line-of-sight
communications systems.. 'Whereas' the
"High Antenna" project conducted by Pura,'

ry
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due University, using an airplane as a load-
casting station, was able to broadcast telc:
vision programs to hundreds of
schools, a satellite independent of at-.
mospheriet interference and weather
phenomena otters unparalleled'opportunicy

/for ,maximum _coveraite. -

Such a potential vas demonstrii6A in
May 1965 when a high school class in

. West. Bend,_ Wisconsin, and a class at the
Lvcee --Henri IV of Paris, France, linked

.up =via Early Bird_satellite for a joint ohe-
hour class. Since tbat time numerous ex-
periniental and- prototype programs have
been conducted. Under the present leader-,
alp of the National Institute of rdnea-
tion, the goal of a national educational
met work is fast approaching,realization.

Applications Tecihnological Satellite
ATS-6 experiments initiated in 1971,
jointly by the DePartment of Health, Edu-
cation and Welfare and the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration,
pioneered the widesprea.11 applicability of
satellite communications as an instrue-
.tional and informational medium. The
premise underlyhtig the experiment of
direct .and immediate application to the
.Department of Defense was "that satel-
lites could prbyide infoth'iation to people
who cannot easily, quickly, or economically
be reached by other meads and that, given
its oapabi4ty -to reach large geographic
areas sca .satellite could convey special in-

' formation needed, by comparatively small,
Aolated groups.,"

A series of interrelated experiments:in-
volve separate activities occurring in

J
App icliia, the Rocky Mountain region,

. and Alaska and ,were referred' to by the
National Insti tute of Education as tile "Edu-
castion Satellite .Comlnunications Demon-.

stration." The demdustration constituted
the ,largest and most compleX",application
of technology' to tOkication ever attempted:

ley ule of available time on

. -
it-Annie-voice signals as well as color
television were transmitted :to' small, in-
expensive antenna-receivers from its geo-
-synchronobs orbit above the equator. From
this position, television beams on the -ATS -6
transmitted signals to provide double foot-
prints approxipately 1000 miles north to
south and 300 miles east to west ,on the
Rocky Mountain and Appalachian/sites.

In .addition to ",receive-only" terminals,.
which cost approximately $4000 each, "in-

. tensive terminal?' were utilized; these
latter had the ability to receive-both audio
and video signals .arid to transmit audio
signals, permitting interactive participa-
tion. Programs transmitted included the
"Time=Out" serieS on career education,
directed toward 'junior- 12,igl school stu-
dents,and including information on deci-
sion - making, self-assessffient, and career
education. Additional series include "Ca-
reers it the Classroom," fin' in=service
training of teachers and staff mAnbers
the junior hie school level, and "Foot-
,prints," designed for adults in rural, iso-
lated communities. Such topic's as health
care, land. use and environment, problem.,.
of the aging, find consumer education were
included.

.The . National Institute of Education
experiments appeared to have prelimi-
narily answered the question regarding
the effectivenesS of satellites as alterna-
tp,e delivery methods of education to

/rural and highly isolated populations.. This
pioneering work has led the way to. pres-
ently etherging consortiums for the ex-
panded use of satellite communications.

The international aspect of satellite
communication, aside from the Alaskan
experiment, was demonstrated by the sage
ATS-6 satellite. In August Of 1975 India
began the Satellite Instructiorial Television

,Experiment. For one year the Indian SpaCe
Research -Organization. (Brio) will uwthe
NASA satellite to_bean 1-1, direct into te100,to ATS-6,

I
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4 o abed villages. Clea11y demonstrat
will be the ability of satellites to operate
on call to all parts of thc'-globe, delivering

. a -wide variety df informational and in=
structiocg programs utilizing. various
technologies.

It' remains for the Department of Del
fens to realize- the full potential- of this
satellite technology, \Alia is so ifninedi-
ately and dire applicable to a defense!'

-organizati n dispersed in nearly 100.
countries, on .inore' .than 600 ships, and
operating locations throughout the world::
Toward this end, research is presently be-;
ing contracted by the Advanced Research-1'
Projects Agency that will study the feasi-
bility of using this technology in ship-
board straining.

cbmputeassisted instruction.

A report prepared by the MITRE Cori
tion,dated 1972, contains the blunt asser-',
Lion that computer- assisted instruction
(c,u) has been a commercial failure. Aftei.
tracing and properly identifying the root
causes of the commercial -failure, the Nai-
tional Science Foundation funded
to "catalyze the mass disserninatios Of
cm"-Tthis goal to be realized through tile,
achievement of a major market succes
for, coniputer-assisted instruction: Time-
Share, Interactive, Computer-Controlled
Information Television (Ticci-r) is presently
being used in two demonstration systems
at the community college level with great

:success.
Despite the commercial failure of cOm-

puter-assigted instruction, which wasargely
due to environmental factors and market-
ing problems rather than the inability of

.the system to dothe job, computer-assiSted
instruction has found broad constituency
fie the Department of Defense. Ad four
services .ire finding extensive applications
for the system, which has been proven to

reduce training time by as much as 35
percent and failure rates frequently in
excess of 20 percent.

Examples of on-line advalieed technology
systems include PLATO IV, currently being
used throughout the country -in.-technical-
training. It consists of a keyboard,
speed individual imag$ selector,.a- random-
access audio 'device, and a plasma display
panel with variable numbers of terminals.
Computer support is supplied- by the Uni-
versity of Illinois. and is possibly the most
advanced computer-assisted- instruction
system using a large central main frame.,
Presently ,the system -will accommodate
700 students on -line at any one time.

The Navy uses; plATO-JV (Programmed
Logic for 'Automatic *Teaching' Opera-
tions) in at least three advanced develop-
ment's, including role:playIng, teamiques.
One program is directed ,'toward under-
standing and improving interpersonal-.be-
havior in basic training between recruit
and trainer. The second program involves
a study concerning the 'value systems and
attitudes of company commanders.
parallel undertaking is in the form of de-
veloping crite4ia for predicting successful
performance the role of recruit com-
pany commander.L
-A three:year effort using PLATO IV has

just been .completed at Aberdeen Proving
Ground, Maryland. The evaluation results
indicated' that, in general,. students' who
receive their instruction through cAl per-
form significantly better than students who
receive their- instruction in other ways. In
addition, both student and instructoi atti-
tudes were positive. Timersavings ranging
from 15 to 45 percent were consistently
realized,, compared to traditional group,
paced instruction. However, the costs of
computer-assisted instruction in this par-
ticular- form in the near term may be too
high to provide a viable instructional sys-
tem for the Department of Defense. Ex-

'
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panded potential applications and the
continued escalation of personnel costs
continue to interact, In the intermediate
term, scalar economies may b/ reached,
and cost/benefit analyses suggest the fetsi-
bility of implementation.

The Lincoln Terminal System, develt-
oped by the Lincoln t ab oratori es of Mas-
sachusetts Instittite of Technology, em-
"ploys a terminal,with a viewing screen
and audio speaker. With a keyboard for
student responses, terminals are ectoknected
to a central minicothputer, progyanmed
to 'monitor ,student progress and facilitate
ht.:Melling. The random - access audio fiche
feature replaces the computer_ memory;
The system has proven highly cost effec-
tive in reducing training times and asso-
ciated personnel costs, in some cases by
as ,inuch as 37 percent,_ ,A follow-on .ver-
sion is programmed for remote site's and
field training detachments not requiring
Ole-minicomputer hookup.

computer:managed instruction

In computer-managed instruction, , the
computer may not play a direct .instruc-
tional role as it does in computer-assisted

.c,
instruction; . rather, it manages the in-
structional process, i.e.s thelesting; diag-
nosis, and pres,cription.. Students may 're-
ceive all their instructional materials in
some sort of off4ine mode, usually. pro -
grammed instruction text, audiovisual ma-..
terials, or ny other instniFtiolial meth -
od. The omputer,. in, this mode, also
manages it structors and deals With the re-
source itllocation problem. viotentials for
combination are apparent.

The Navy has made 'significant use,of
this computer management. In one study,

. documated savings through the reduc;
tion of "training time and attendant per-

000
of instructors needed to teach. this coufge
was reduced by 20 pert eh Student. per-
formance rates were slightly better than
under the hold system. Both student and
instructor attitudes were positive -toward
computer- managed instruction.

As a_ result of these studies, the Navy
has bbught the computer hard\vIre and'
softWare to implement an expanded -pro-
gram. _Currently, 2000- students per week-
are employing the system., Wiihih
next -five, years -it is estimatela that 15,000
students will utilize the systeth weekly. In
order to provide the curriculum materials
for this level of effort, the Department of
the Navy is allocating' between 2 and 3
million dollars for the next tree ),ears to
replace groua-paced materials with self-
paced instruments utilizing advanced in-,
.structional technology.

simulation ,
The owl-tole field of simu- latrat including
synthetic flight- training systems, has re-
ceived unprecedented interest.. Recent
advanCes in high-fidelity simulation and
360-degree visual systems promise 'greatlt
to transform flight training as well as the
specialized training associated with all
high energy - consumption equipment.

The reasons for...such' an increasing role
are obvious. Jt has. been variously estimated
,that,, while the cost bf a simulator could
be ten times that of an aircraft, it is pos.-
sible that the annual training hours gen-
erated y a simulator could exceed those .

of an aircraft- by ten to one. Other studies
project a potential- reduction of up to.50
percent of present flying Aline in under-
graduate flight training thiough increased
use of flight simulation. It is .further esti-
mated by same thaf, up to 25 percent of
all flying might bed replaced by simulation.

simnel costspossibly lxteeded $10 mil- . There remain as many 'questions las
lion in one year. In addition, the number answer's in the field of (mechanical and

J
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flight simulation in such areas as the proper
mix of actual versus siin91, training,
certain interactive effects with other sen-
,sory modalities, and a variety of similar
complex relationships.. As the answers to
these vexing qualms emerge, simulation
will play an *increasingly key and central
role in the,

)
instructional equation.

e c
-.

wired garrison concept.

Recognizing the continued sophisticatie5n
of communications elects hies systems on

r Army posts end the piecemeal, sometimes
incompatible\ nature of the various sys,
tems,the United 'States .Army joined-,wth
NII'liE Corpora\ 'on in' examining the 'On-
cept of a wired.wrison. The present com-
plex of separately iiesigned, nrocnred; n-
stalled, operated, a d niaidained systems

. tends toward increas d cost and decreast-d
efficiency. In the rig It of recent team-
logical advances in-the, field of- cOMmunica-,
tions and computers, it was _postulated that
interrelation- of existing systems could re-
sult in an integrated multimode informa-
tion transfer-systeem with greatly increased,'
capacity as Well as efficiency, perhaps _at
lower cast.

Implicit in theplanning.for this under -
t eing were 'the vast needs in the, field' of
training and education. within the Arnim
The. Department of the. Army has clearly
stated realistic educational and -training
goals for each member, which are spelled
out in a master plan. The Army Placa-

. tional Services Plan is soundly based onthe
principles that each Army member should
be permitbd fbe opportunity to develop
his maxiinum career potential, that the
process of learning is continuous and life-

, long, and that educational opportunities
both attract highly qualified, highly moti-
vated people and retain them for a more
productiveaverage period of,serviee. This,
coupled with the technical training require-

a
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ients engendered-by continued and accel-
crathq, knoskledgc obsqlescence, creates, a
prevaith g requirement for educational and

?trainingZlelivery -systurns.
In addition to proposed ,mission-related

training programs; the educational com-
ponents of the wired garrison concept are
intended to extend from.basic literacy in-
struction through the postgraduate level.'

- The MITRE Corporation, -upon' cOmpldtion
of a "need assessment" coupled wish
inventory' of available systems arid tech-
nolOgies, proposed ..an action program at
Font Bliss Texas, to meet the validated**
.,.;eds. Included are "4,__wide variety 'of
computer-assistedselfpaced combinations,
including two-way interactive video sys-
tems'. Also being examined is an-array of
programs .usitig; computers -for simulations
and gaming purposes in logistical- as well
as complex technical and administrative
fields. Rerriote access is a primary consid-
eration in all applications. Using low-cost
cable TV with currently available hard-
ware, it would be possible to bring to the
past hundreds of individual courses offered
through The Association for Graduate Ed-
ucation and Research. kdonsortiuin of seven
private educational institutions, located in
north Texasr_pools their physical 4nd aca-'
demic resources to enhance graduate edu-
cation in the Dallas -Fort Worth region. A
wide variety of other course's is available,
either off -the-shelf or from other adjacent

4thstitutions of higher learning..This
native joint undertaking by the Depart::

went of the- Army and MITRE represents a
model and potential to -lie carefully ex;
amined by others, both in the -Department
of Defense and elsewhere. The imp _cations
and ramifications of such a system are legion.

. Beyond the Horizon_

The Department of .Defenst is probably
the'fargest instructional institutiorkin the
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world, with a span of cours J ranging fio!n
prekindergarten ,C4:), .the i ost sophisticated., ..

postdoctoral studies at including a full
range of specialized t wining: A any giV'en
tinge, more tkan one-half million- individuals
are p rticipating in- the DOD training and
educat. nirl process. Given these realities,
it was. to he expected that the Depart-
ment of Defeilse would- assume a lead role
in the advancement of instructional tech-
nology toward ihcieasing efficiency -and
,reducing costs. This has truly been the case.

t

tire Training Technology Committee is
conanitted to the. increased coordination
And exchange of all facets of instructional 4

. .

technology: --The committee's charter
states

To review existing and new. training tech-
nolog with tile objective of utilizing ad:
vanccments by all Services, thereby effect-
ing significant cyst savings and avoiding
unnecessary duplicaticas.

. . .

Recognizing the potential for redun- A A present initiative of the prganiza-
dancy when- -each of the 'se'rvices has re- Lion's siibpanel on technology is a study
quirements to train individuals, frequently contract, funded by.the Advanced Research
in the same skills, the Army, Na 'y, Marine Projects Agency's Training Resource Ap-

, _corps, ;and Air Force -joiner together in plication Information Data Exchange, under
creatin( the Inter-Service Traiping Re- the acronym TRAIDEX. Tl ea.0ibility study

ganintion. This organization, envisions a system _dr would enable all.
headed b the .trainikr, -chicls of each of members of -the training community to in-
the four se ices and working throng a _put to a central bank on repository the
structure of committees with. tepreseida- various software and hardware elements
Jives front each"service, has be6n in opera- of training technology and support materW.

since September 1972. The purpose requirgd in- the development of training
of the organization was not to create a courses. The system would be designed to
new super training agency, with attendant interface with all. existing systems, making
bureaucratic inertia, but rather within research,an4'development, advezces of one
vresciit resources to organize a small group group, agency, or :service. immediately
of experts and users to examine existing available-to all.
training processes, practices, technologies, gimulta'neously,, a program is being uo-
and needs and thus to realize any econo- dertaken to create mutual interservice
mien gossible through cooperation, con- suRpoit areas, geographically--- bounded,
solidation exchanges, or .changed training within which there will be a totally free
patterns and practi6es. . technology-clefiangeitrween participants..

From an early start in 1972, 27 enlisted Ten mutual 'support argas have been
occupational specialty subgroups, seeriningly :*-tlesignated;, and interchange is already tak-

, 'indicating the ,greatesL potential for ing place. These initiatives awe -all designed
solidation, were examin_ed.------ard ten of toward forward effectiveness and avoid-
these subgroups 1.a.ter---e`onsplidated. The ance of reinventing the wheel.
organization has-Coi)tinued its efforts with ,In looking beyond the horizon (-admit-,

...great...sue& A ate xecuiring say- tealy a dangeroug-pursuit), this Inter- Service
jngg now exec -, 0;000 in host re- Training RevieW-Organization will'increas-

- iductions; ant'. annual cost avoidance is in ingly play' -a central role in fulfilling thej Of $1,296,000 as a result of actions needs created by continued escalation of
to date! -training costs, quantum iechnological

One committee Within the organization ivances, and the -requirement for greater

I I L
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sharing of existing resources toward realiz-
ing even greater efliJiencies.

instructional systemsthrust of the future

On recesainining the constitnerit parts of
present-day instructic90 technology, one
can readily see that, the prior analog to
instructional technology noiv being poised
on a launching pad is probably valid. With.

- the comb4iations of computer-assisted in-
sttuction 4nd compufr,r-managedinstruc-
tion in the

I

ntext of advanced holography,
video disk, and videotape and .ininiconi-
puter techrkologies, the instructional process
of the future will change dramatically.
Further, communications media advan(es,
in terms of cable television and satellite
communications to carry wall programs,
combined with the Coldmark Rapid Trans-
mission anfl Storage System, suggest po-
tentials almost defying description. The
general ngure might well, be that of flexi-
ble, multipurpose, integrated instructional
systems.

The possibility of an interservicershared
satellite communications system with
presently redundant time devoted to in-
structional trap Iiiion immediately' comes

ito mind. W such a systeth, military
members located at the most far-flung and
isolated posts, including--.,s tmarines and\
ships at sea, using stand!aldiltr le. ria_2iILg

c rels including video disk/tape and mini=
. computers, could be constantly updated in

their fields .of specialty. In addition, high-
quality educational Courses ranging the

-'" full spectrum, frog n remedial through gradu-,
'ate- study, would be available for off- or
on -duty education.

In the future, instructional technolog
will increasingly play a role early in weap-
on systems acquisition processes. Cost -
benefit analyses of training subsystems to
support such 'weapons will become an
implicit part of the ,acquisition and de-
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ployinent decision process, in light of the
significant impact of instructional der:lands
on the total cost of a weapon system dur-
ing its lif&Zycle.
. Similarly, a significant number of research
and deVelopment managers within the De-
partment of Defense feel that conputer-
mam.gcd instruction in one form or an-
other will have a predominant role during
the- next five years. *Further utilization of
this technology williplace in the hands of
decisionliakers the appropriate infdfina-
tion on the optimal mix of technologies to
be used in any instructional process, recog- .

nizing the individuality of the learilin,
procoo and the continuing need to reduce
time .in training and to get .individuids on
the job faster and-better trained.

Itis apparent that all of the technologi-
cal componen;s for advanced instructional
systems of unprecedented efficiency and
economy are at hand. The pitfalls, however,
lie in the attitudes and minds of men. Such
technology should be embraced and adopted
only within the context of learner-centered
systems, not for technology's sake alone:
Those senior officers charged with the
educational and training responsibilities
for members of the Army, Nrvy; Marine
Corps, and Air Force have shown ..un-
paralleled vision in what has taken place to
date. It remains only for the same- indi-
viduals, personally and --through the aegis

the Inter-Service Training Rayiew Or-
ganic tionand its workingeomniittees, to
continue to together the continually
emerging complex xiSting pieces of the
jigsaw puzzles, toward the.. ideal.

Mr. David Sarnoff's prediction ;made in
1966 has, been more than fulfille0,

. . . some of the most profound changes
wrought byt the computer will ae in educa-
tion, .. . the task ahead will be )to assign to
the machine those things. which it can best
do and reserve for man,those things he must
provide and control, . :
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Unparalleled opportunities lie ahead to
improve the quality of man's life while
inereasing the efficiency-of the instructional
process. Away from the' stultifying effect
of group-paced learning, the individual,
sharpened. in abilities to learn, motivated
by the instructional process itself, will be
free to proceed at an individually selected.
pace in a mode best fitted to' his or her
learning pattern and abilities.

The men and women -who serve in our
armed forces are and- must continue to be
the beSt the nation has to =offer. The de-
maiic1 placed .upon them by ever tadvanc-
tng technology and decreased resources
can be met Only through such alternate in-
strnational delivery systems. At -the same

17

time, tLese rnea andyrointa un.st continue*
to be aff'orded those Opportunities for edu-
cational advancenaenst enjoyed by 'their
peers not serving in the armed forces.
Components of instructional technology, in
hand or soon to be available, offer an un-
precedented opportunity for the creation of
a true "learning society''in the Department
of Defense.
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